Eaves or beam-to-column flange

Bolted moment end-plate

Shop welded

Apex or beam-to-beam end-plate splice

Section types
- UB, UC, IPE
- HEA, W...
- Built-up I
- Asymmetric

Base-plates (slab and stiffened)

Section types
- UB, UC, IPE
- HEA, W...
- Built-up I
- Asymmetric
- SHS
- RHS
- CHS
Moment Connections #2 - Simple Connections - Bracing Connections

Beam splice

Column splice

Hollow Splice

Column-to-beam (above and/or below)

Bolted moment end-plate

Shop welded

Section types
- UB, UC, IPE
- HEA, W...
- Built-up I
- Asymmetric

Section types
- SHS
- RHS
- CHS

Section types
- UB, UC, IPE
- HEA, W...
- Built-up I
- Asymmetric